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MR. MADSEN: Thank you, David . Our next speak-
er is Robert Hubbard from the Attorney General's Office .

ROBERT L. HUBBARD, ESQ . : Good afternoon . I
am glad to be here . This topic is near and dear to my
heart . I remember one of the first things I worked on
when I joined the Department of Law was a concret e
case where the state alleged that all the concrete con-
struction work in Manhattan was rigged . There were
criminal convictions . Participants in the rig served tim e
in jail . I think that the rig was pretty clear. One of the
first things I advocated in that litigation, right after AR C
America32 came down, was we ought to try to recove r
damages for those state agencies that were injured bu t
didn't have a direct contract with the bid riggers .

We made that motion in the form of a motion t o
amend the complaint . Judge Sand in the Southern Dis-
trict denied it . With all this talk about how unsettle d
New York law is, I'm reminded that Judge Sand said that
the state's argument that the Donnelly Act allowed indi-
rect purchasers to recover was clear enough long befor e
ARC America ; that the state should have made this argu-
ment before ARC America was decided . ARC America
wasn't enough of a change to merit the state havin g
delayed until ARC America came down to make this
argument3 3

There's been a lot of things that I've been involved
with since that concrete case, and it's all been prett y
interesting . We've all referred to the amendments to th e
Donnelly Act that happened in 1998 and 1999 . The legis-
lature in December 1998 added the first sentence o f
340(6), and they added another sentence the followin g
January in 1999 . 34 I would have argued that this sectio n
just confirmed that indirect purchasers could recover.
Regardless, there was no longer any question that indi-
rect purchasers could recover under state antitrust law ,
according to that section . There was a whole flurry of lit-
igation .

In the Attorney General's office we get notice whe n
somebody asserts a Donnelly Act claim . 35 Notices trickl e
in; parties are not punished for failing to give the notic e
to us. But after these amendments, all sorts of them start-
ed coming in. Notices came in the Microsoft case, came in
all these drug cases, a whole flurry of notices . The stat e
law claims were usually parts of a national effort to
aggregate all antitrust claims together, try to make recov-
ery complete. The claims were sometimes filed just i n
state court . They were sometimes filed as supplementa l
claims to a federal claim . There was one in Tennessee
state court in which the plaintiff alleged a Donnelly Ac t
violation and tried to certify a class of New York con-
sumers in Tennessee state court. There was one down in
Alabama that basically did the same thing . Those claims
were really a stunning array of hope on what would
happen here in New York .

Some of those complaints were extremely aggressive .
Some alleged that all the indirect purchaser litigation
throughout the country ought to be consolidated in New
York State courts and ought to be decided there. All of
the claims sought to represent New Yorkers, and all o f
them sought to aggregate the claims as a class. The flurry
has sort of died down now. We were going through the
count here, and I think it is 5-0 defendants at this point .
Plaintiffs have yet to sustain a claim . I do note that all o f
those decisions are trial court decisions . It's probabl y
going to take some sort of appellate review of the clai m
until the flurry comes again . Maybe the flurry has
stopped ; maybe you'll see it after appellate review. I
don't know.

I do want to make some observations about the 199 8
amendments . I think it's useful to think about the
amendments in a broader framework . Shortly after Illi-
nois Brick came down, commentators were talking about
17 state Illinois Brick repealers . Those 17 statutes hap-
pened within about two or three years of Illinois Brick
coming down in 1977 .

What is it that happened in 1998? What is it that too k
New York so long to get around to passing a statute? I
think it's useful to understand what drove the Legisla-
ture here . What happened was you had all those indirec t
purchaser statutes in other states . There were recoveries
under a lot of those indirect purchaser statutes in other
states. The legislature and the people in Albany thought
New Yorkers weren't getting their share, that the small
businesses in New York, the pharmacies that are indirec t
purchasers from these drug companies, weren't gettin g
their share . People that are indirect purchasers in New
York are not being as well represented as the dairy farm-
ers in Minnesota, as indirect purchasers in California .
Recoveries created a certain momentum after a while .
Success flowed from some of the Illinois Brick repealers .
New York was the first place where that second wave, a s
it were, began . Other states followed. These states don' t
parrot the New York statute, but Nevada has a repeale r
now, and a new wave appears to be coming .

Maybe a critical mass has been passed . Maybe it' s
just a question of how long the dike will have fingers in
it . Maybe in the long run most states will permit recov-
ery. I don't know.

I also note that one aspect that's always appealed to
me about these arguments for indirect purchaser is the
fundamental disconnect when you go into state cour t
and start talking about Illinois Brick. People just really
don't get it . They don't understand how in a quasi tor t
context you have to have a contract to recover . Tha t
seems inconsistent to a lot of people . Thus I urge a stat e
policy argument to keep in mind . One reason why a
state Donnelly Act action ought to allow recovery is thi s
lack of privity. As argued in the amicus that the Attorney
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General's office filed in the Levine case, 36 a whole line o f
cases talk about if you're harmed by a wrong, you don' t
have to have a contract with the person who harmed you
to recover. That concept goes back to MacPherson, in
which the car manufacturer creates a car that doesn' t
work right, and the person who is driving that car, even
though they bought it from a dealer or somebody else, i s
not precluded from recovering for the damage that flows
from the acts of the manufacturer . 37 A whole series of
cases from a tort perspective say that privity is not
required .

New York is a leader actually in attacking the citade l
of privity as a prerequisite to recovery. A decent argu-
ment under state law can be made that Illinois Brick i s
merely another citadel of privity argument that ought to
be rejected .

But we now have a statute . All of those arguments
are more historical than anything else . As David and
Bernie have talked about, those cases have run head o n
into the CPLR. What does the CPLR mean? When can
you have a class action? People use different phraseolo-
gies. I think it's useful to quote the exact language of the
CPLR. It says: Unless a statute creating or imposing a
penalty specifically authorizes the recovery thereof in a
class action, an action to recover a penalty may not b e
maintained as a class action .

Now, as David and Bernie talked about, the defen-
dants are 5-0 in arguing in front of trial courts that treble
damages are a penalty, and under this provision, CPL R
901(b), plaintiffs can't assert the claim as a class action. I
personally would pause before reaching the conclusio n
that treble damages are a penalty under 901(b) . That' s
how all these things have been fought, and I certainly
recognize that there is significant precedent for tha t
argument. But I do note that the Donnelly Act does hav e
penalties provisions that are specifically labeled penal -
ties. Civil penalties are recoverable under N .Y. Gen . Bus .
Law § 342(a) ; there are criminal penalties under § 341. I t
makes eminent sense you can't join those penaltie s
claims in a class action. Maybe there's a difference
between the criminal and civil penalties and the treble
damages provision that's meaningful under CPL R
901(b), and 901(b) only applies to penalties .

One thing those trial court decisions talk about t o
conclude that a penalty is being sought is that damages
are trebled . You don't have just single damages . More
than just compensation for the harm caused is provided .
That's what makes it a penalty. So can you undo th e
results that the trebling causes the recovery to be a
penalty?

The first one has been talked about a little already,
which is can a plaintiff waive trebling? There's the ethi-
cal issue there ; there's a policy issue . I would not eve r
want to see a plaintiff recover less than treble damages in

an antitrust case. We'll leave all that aside . I do note tha t
there's an argument under the Donnelly Act, at least I
think there's an argument under the Donnelly Act that
single damages are recoverable under common law. In
1975 the Legislature added § 340(5) to the Donnelly Act ,
and that's the section that says that treble damages are
recoverable . Before that statute was enacted a series of
cases as a matter of common law awarded single dam -
ages to those people who asserted Donnelly Act claims . 38
There may be a question whether that common law righ t
to single damages survives the amendment. There's also
the argument of maybe there's a restitution claim unde r
the Donnelly Act that is more in the nature of singl e
damages . Perhaps that's another way that the trebling
problem is eliminated for purposes of avoiding charac-
terizing damages as a penalty and certifying a class .

The next thing that those cases talk about is that the
CPLR provision that I quoted requires that the class
action be specifically authorized. A part of the problem
here is that both the treble damage provision in § 340(5 )
and the indirect purchaser provision in § 340(6) are silen t
on class certification . They don't say you can certify a
class; they don't say you can't certify a class . They jus t
don't say anything . That silence is why the courts con-
clude that class certification is not specifically autho-
rized.

Some of the things that the plaintiffs have argued in
those cases is that there are assumptions in the legisla-
tive history of § 340(6) that these would be available i n
class actions, and plaintiffs try to argue that § 340(6 )
intended for class actions to be permitted . Affidavits by
the legislative sponsors support that construction . I don' t
know how successful that argument will be . I do not e
that class actions are referred to elsewhere in the Donnel -
ly Act . Under § 342(b) of the Donnelly Act the Attorne y
General can pursue claims for public entities . The section
doesn't say that you can do this as a class action . All tha t
specific section does is assume that you can . It says "in
any class action the Attorney General may bring," an d
then it goes forward . Class treatment arguably is express
in the Donnelly Act and class action is arguably a n
appropriate vehicle when you look at § 342(b) .

But I think that you have to understand that in Ne w
York we're not getting to the merits . We are not getting
beyond CPLR 901(b), which has been construed to pro-
hibit a class . There haven't been other cases that have

tried to pursue an indirect purchaser claim outside of a

class .

Next, I note that even though class certificatio n
efforts have not yet been successful, the Attorney Gener-
al has broader authority than just that . Some of th e

Attorney General's efforts have indeed been successfu l

without using a class vehicle . For example, the Attorney
General under the New York Executive Law § 63(12), ha s
the right to seek remedies for "repeated, fraudulent o r
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illegal acts ." Among the remedies that the Attorney Gen-
eral can seek are restitution and damages .

Now, we have certainly in the Attorney General' s
office taken the position that repeated fraudulent or ille-
gal acts include violations of the antitrust laws. We think
that's well supported . Indeed that was the theory that
the state of New York pursued in the Mylan litigation .
Mylan had 32 states that pursued various theories to try
to get indirect purchaser recovery. The theories included
some of these executive law arguments . New York' s
argument was under the Executive Law § 63(12) . A
motion to dismiss was made in Mylan and New York
was one of very few states that didn't have a motion t o
dismiss made against them. Defendants attacked all the
other provisions . I don't know whether the defendants
thought our N.Y. Exec . Law § 6302) argument wasn' t
worth attacking . But in Mylan, New York State made tha t
Executive Law argument, and it wasn't challenged by
defendants in the motion to dismiss . 39 That litigation
subsequently was settled .

I also note the Attorney General has represented
public entities as a class, including in the tobacco litiga-
tion. Most people think about the tobacco litigation for
consumer fraud and other claims . But in New York' s
complaint there was an antitrust claim, and the Attorne y
General represented the public entities . Indeed, there
was even a bit of a litigation about that . When the settle-
ment came down, the county of Westchester didn't think
it got its fair share, and there was some litigation about
whether the authority of the Attorney General wa s
appropriately exercised in that case . That litigatio n
assumed that the Attorney General had such authority ,
and the question was whether adequate notice and othe r
things had been provided . 40 Thus the Attorney General
can both represent individuals under the Executive Law
and represent public entities as a class under the Donnel -
ly Act .

Just to also get a broader perspective, there are alter-
nate theories of recovery under state antitrust law. Bernie
has alluded to many of these alternate theories . We hav e
a checklist of theories that might apply when we think
there might be a damaged state agency or damaged con-
sumers in New York . For state agencies, many state con -
tracts have these big long forms that bidders have to fil l
out . That big long form has an assignment clause, and i f
you provide the government or public entities with vari-
ous products, you assign any antitrust claim that you
might have along with selling the product . We have used
that successfully in some litigation, and the assignmen t
theory comes up every so often . Sometimes interesting
issues arise in those cases .

The other thing that I found interesting in the Mylan
case was an argument under federal antitrust law that §

16 gave a disgorgement remedy. Because the court had
general equitable jurisdiction ., the states argued that th e
court had jurisdiction to provide disgorgement or resti-
tution . That theory was challenged in the motion to dis-
miss, and the states lost that argument . Judge Hogan i n
Mylan granted the defendants' motion to dismiss on tha t
claim. That argument has not completely gone away yet .
I note the FTC prevailed in an argument that a simila r
injunctive relief provision gave the FTC a similar dis-
gorgement remedy. 4 1 I've tried to understand how thos e
two holdings by Judge Hogan are consistent . I don' t
think as a fundamental matter those two holdings are
consistent . I don't know whether a § 16 argument i s
going to come back, but I note there are other ways
under federal law to try to get around Illinois Brick.

Now Bernie also referred to consumer protectio n
statutes. I think Florida was the first state that took an
antitrust claim, put it into a state consumer protection
statute and got recovery for an indirect purchaser. Many
states in Mylan, not including New York, used that theo -
ry as a way to get to recovery. Many of those states wer e
successful . That success happened in two stages . A few
states prevailed in the original motion to dismiss on tha t
state consumer protection argument . In a motion t o
reconsider, an additional group of states convinced
Judge Hogan that the same argument ought to be
applied to their state consumer protection statute .

From my perspective those successes raised issue s
that are useful to think about under the Donnelly Act . Is
restitution a claim that can be made under the Donnelly
Act? Is it a single damage claim? Does the Consume r
Protection Act provides a way around the Illinois Brick
wall? Is General Business Law § 349 a little FTC Act tha t
under the reasoning in Mylan, provides restitution? I also
note that § 349 gives a private right of action . And as
David has already mentioned, the trebling provision
doesn't say "shall treble," it says "may treble ." Thus, a
plaintiff could waive trebling as a way to get around the
CPLR 901(b) problem .

Finally, I was asked to comment on the interactio n
that the AG's office has with class plaintiffs . I'll begin by
saying that public interest benefits are well recognized
for both public and private antitrust enforcement . We
have recognized that for a long time . My rule of thum b
now is to tell everybody, when I am asked how do yo u
feel about class plaintiffs, I say, bottom line is that the
AG and the class plaintiffs are on the same side of the
"v." You have to remember that . Trying to vindicate th e
public interest in preventing antitrust violations is a goa l
that we both share. That's not to say that the defendant s
don't share that goal, but I do want to remember that
class counsel and Attorneys General are both antitrus t
plaintiffs .
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But nonetheless, there is a tension between clas s

authority and parens authority. There have been instances
in which that tension has welled up in litigation . We

have always argued that parens authority is superior t o
class authority. The Hart-Scott-Rodino Act supports that

argument. The Second Circuit case in Reebok emphatical-
ly reinforces parens authority. 42 Some of the reasons why

that's true is that a parens representation is effective upo n
filing, whereas class representation is only effectiv e
when the class is certified . A parens claim is not depen-
dent on the adequacy of the representation or that th e
representative's specific claim is typical for the class .

I do note that there is a tension between class coun-
sel and Attorneys General but in general a very goo d
working relationship exists between state AG's offices
and class plaintiffs . Even when the tension isn't fully
resolved, and a matter is finally settled, the states assert
parens authority and class counsel assert class representa -

tion . Those representations overlap . In the settlement
context plaintiffs agree that everything is covered, with -
out resolving precisely who represents who . I also note
that we are starting to go to trial every so often wit h
class plaintiffs . They are co-counsel sitting right with u s

at counsel table. That has an effect . Finally, I note that
sometimes class counsel fills the gap when state AGs d o
not act on a 50-state basis . For example, in the music
CDs litigation, 45 state Attorneys General brought a liti-
gation, which was transferred by the MDL panel t o
Maine . The relationship appears to be developing tha t
the class is going to represent the consumers in the fiv e
states where the Attorneys General did not sue .

Another thing that's useful to recognize for thes e
class counsel is that we have talked about some of these
provisions, and the support that the AG's office has pro-
vided to class counsel or for which there is evidence i n
this very matter that this panel is discussing . There was ,
as we've already referred to, an AG amicus in the appeal

of the Levine case. The Attorney General's Office sup -
ported the amendment to the Donnelly Act that provid-
ed relief for indirect purchasers . So it's an interesting
world out there . We'll see how it develops, and this i s
just the beginning of the story. Thank you .

MR. MADSEN: Thank you, Bob . That was great .
That was very informative. Now, when you're dealing
with issues of these kind, you're always dealing with
them in some kind of specific economic context . And
unless the matter gets stopped right at the outset on th e
pleadings, sooner or later you have to begin to deal wit h
those economic facts. To speak to those sorts of economi c
facts, we now turn to Dean Snyder of the Darden Schoo l
of the University of Virginia .

EDWARD A. SNYDER: Thank you, Steve . I recal l
being surprised when I was deposed in the Wood v.

Abbott Labs case, which dealt with these issues, and see -

ing the size of the gathering of lawyers at that time .
Today's gathering is yet more significant, reflecting the
importance of these issues . Its a pleasure to be here .

With the benefit of the analysis and perspective s

offered by Mr. Persky, (and by the way this is a more
enjoyable interaction than our previous ones), and thos e

by Mr. Copeland and Mr. Hubbard, I would like to d o
three things in the time permitted . First, as Steve indicat -
ed, I would like to identify and discuss some of the fac-
tors that I see as relevant to the possible certification of
indirect purchaser classes, given the "common issue s
predominate" standard. Second, I would like to com-
ment on the utility of tools such as regression analysi s
and tax incidence theory and proving class-wide impact .
Third, from my perspective as an economist, I would lik e
to offer some thoughts about the legal terrain on whic h
indirect purchaser class certification matters are fought .

So first, are them economic factors that tend to make
individual issues more or less prominent and significan t
in these matters? To explore this question, I'll use th e
prototypical context of a price-fixing allegation at the
manufacturer level with one or more intermediaries
between the manufacturers and the indirect purchasers .
Let me quickly identify seven factors that I see as influ-
ential .

Naturally some of them deal with the distributio n

channel . One is the number of layers and the complexity

of the distribution channel . As Bernie indicated, the most
straightforward case is when there's just one intermedi-
ate step before the product gets to the indirect pur-
chasers . This doesn't guaranty that all those intermedi-
aries will pass on the alleged overcharges, but it certainl y

simplifies the analysis . In contrast, where there are multi-
ple levels of intermediaries, the decision by any one
actor at any one level may mean that a price increase i s
absorbed and the parties down below may not be
injured .

I took note of the contrast between the Goda and Kerr
decisions dealing with the same issues. In the Goda case
the court basically characterized product distribution a s
one intermediate step, because they viewed the whole-
salers as part of the conspiracy. And my reading as an

economist of the Kerr decision was that the court still

saw it as two levels .

Another type of complexity is when a subset of the
products may bypass a particular level . In the case whe n
a manufacturer sells direct at a discount to a certain sub -
set of consumers, that raises questions about do thos e
lower prices indicate a lack of an overcharge, or jus t
reduced number of markups? That obviously can lead t o
more detailed inquiry. Bernie mentioned the extent of
added value activity by the intermediaries . I think it is
right . When the intermediate actors merely distribute
rather than transform the product, the analysis is mor e
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gets passed through to the ultimate consumer . So to
some extent you may have an underestimation proble m
here rather than an overestimation problem .

I wonder if Dr. Snyder has dealt with the economic s
of this, if you have any comments on that issue?

DEAN SNYDER: Unfortunately I really haven't got -
ten into that particular issue, which I think you woul d
get into after a class is certified and actually estimatin g
the damages . But if I may, I'll go back to the first ques-

tion . It's probably no surprise—I've turned down th e
opportunity to help defend against some class certifica-
tions, which may suggest to you that there are certai n
cases at least where I would find it difficult to make that
argument . But I think the key is to go back to the ques-
tion that you pose . If you actually talk to the intermedi-
aries and you do the homework and you find out that
indeed everybody has got that kind of formula, that is to
me the relevant indication of common practice . And if
you have overcharges and then you have common pric-
ing practices downstream that result in pass on, then
that's going to tend to generate common impact below.

MR. MADSEN : Yes . Okay, I think we're out of time .
I want to thank all the panelists for doing a wonderfu l
job.

MR. LOGAN: The schedule is to take about a
ten-minute break . Let me also again thank the panel . I
think this was an unusually thoughtful and balance d
panel . I know every one of these people has been emo-
tionally invested in the outcome of this issue, and it' s
great to see them present it in a way that's fair and bal-
anced, both individually and in the aggregate . So ten
minutes, and we'll start up again .
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